As part of the opnening of the new Flagship store, Kasthall launches Rapsåker - a limited edition rug from Ilse Crawford's
“Greenery” collection.
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KASTHALL OPENS FLAGSHIP STORE IN
MALMÖ
On October 15, Kasthall opens a flagship store in Malmoe, South Sweden. As part
of the opening, Kasthall launches Rapsåker - a limited edition rug from Ilse
Crawford's “Grönksa ” collection. The rug is produced by Ilse Crawford and
Kasthall as a tribute to the South Swedish rapeseed fields.
Kasthall opened its first flagship store in Stockholm in 2012. Since then, the
rug creators have opened a showroom in Manhattan, New York, a flagship
store in the Brera district in Milan and a showroom in Gothenburg. Now,
Kasthall opens its second flagship store in Sweden. With the location down
south, accessibility will be greater for visitors from southern Sweden and

Denmark.
- Malmoe was as a natural location for our next store in Sweden. The city has
a continental location considering the proximity to Copenhagen. In addition,
there are many architectural firms on both sides of the strait that we already
work with today, says Annika Rutegård, Kasthall's Retail Manager.
The flagship store will display a great selection of Kasthall's woven and
tufted rugs, and customers will be able to order their own rug based on a set
of preselected patterns and color maps.
Rapsåker is the designer Ilse Crawford’s tribute to the blooming south
Swedish rapeseed fields
Kasthall has a well known design studio as well as collaborations with
various international designers. One such designer is the British designer Ilse
Crawford, who together with Kasthall's design team has developed a
collection of rugs, called Grönska. The collection, which can be translated to
“Greenery” is inspired by the Swedish landscape surrounding the Kasthall
factory and is a tribute to nature's beautiful colors and Kasthall's
craftsmanship.

- When we told Ilse that we were going to open a store in the south of
Sweden, the beautiful landscape with the bright yellow rapeseed fields was
the first topic that came up. Based on that conversation and subsequent
conversations, the rug Rapsåker originates from the shifts you can see in the
south Swedish rapeseed fields when sun beams hit the fields. The color
scheme has been something we have worked with for a long time since Ilse is
extremely skilled and sensitive when it comes to color schemes, says Lena
Jiseborn, Head of Kasthall’s Design Studio.

Rapsåker is based on the rug Åker from Ilse’s collection. Åker is a tufted rug
in pure wool with elements of linen. The horizontal blocks, with their
different structures, techniques and subtle color shades form a landscape of
the textures and colors found on the agricultural land surrounding the
Kasthall factory. In Rapsåker, which goes in yellow tones, a little more linen
yarn has been added to the composition to achieve a ”sunnier” surface. To
create a sense of when the sun shines on a rapeseed field and to highlight
the shifts created by sun beams.
Rapsåker
Rapsåker is a hand tufted bouclé rug in pure wool and linen with a height of
about 13 mm. The rug will only be made in 5 editions. The price per rug is set
to SEK 50,000.

For photos and information, contact Sonja Cronstedt, PR-konsult:
sonja.cronstedt@spoilconcept.se | 070 897 51 06 | 08 410 470 06 or visit
press.kasthall.se

The venerable design brand Kasthall was established in 1889 in Kinna, west of
Sweden. Kasthall has become one of the leading rug and textile flooring
companies in the world and are represented in 30 countries with showrooms in
Stockholm, Milan and New York. Despite Kasthall’s global market presence, all
production is carried out at the factory in Kinna where the Kasthall Design Studio
also is located. That, together with design collaborations worldwide, gives us the
opportunity to create unique rugs for the global interior world. Kasthall offers
invaluable craftsmanship with focus on sustainability for both private and public
spaces. Kasthall is a purveyor to the Royal Court of Sweden.
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